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KIRKSTALL VALLEY - From pastures to Industry
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Between the 18th and 19th centuries the woollen industry start investing Kirkstall
valley to use water energy for the mills. With the construction of Abbey Mills and Armley
Mills, a network of weirs and goits start tructuring the river flow and shape. Later, Savins
Mills and St Ann’s mills were constructed on the same stream (visible on Jeffery’s map
in 1771). Around 1715, the area is divided between big estates composing most of the
countryside in the the kirkstall valley. Nevertheless, a densification in parcel size in the east
(around Burley Green) enlighten the fact that estates in this area are olders and had been
devided into smaller parcels by numerous inheritance process.

On the banks of the river, a Forge is producing iron since the 16th century, benefiting
from the proximity to the water (iron production will mark the very beginning of industrial
revolution in kirkstall). The forge was previously connected to the Abbey activity. The location
is strategic to keep the forge close to the coal production located south of the area.

At that time, the Abbey was already in ruin due to Henry VIII Dissolution of religious
houses (1539), acting the transfer of Clergy lands ownership to the state. North of the
forge, lands possibly connected to the abbey have been cleared in the forest to develop a
livestock farming activity (Ox Pasture).

The basic shape of the river banks was already there, with the main bed of the river
flowing at the south of the area where Morrisons has been built. The small canal connecting
the mills in the north of the «Sand Banks» was already present.

A bridge connecting the north and south banks of the river was located at the place
of the actual kirkstall bridge, showing that this area was already a strategic crossing at that
time. Lots of toponyms refers to the mill activities inside the valley.

Between 1750 and 1900, Kirkstall will benefits for the industrial
revolution to become a dynamic place with many activities.

Kirkstall Abbey - William Williams 1793

Girtin, Thomas - Kirkstall Abbey, 1801

Gotts Mansion and Kirkstall Valley ca. 1853

Joseph Mallord William Turner - Leeds - 1816

In 1817, the canal is finished, improving the transport of goods
to Liverpool.
Around 1830, the train appears and starts to modify the
landscape, slicing the space, starting to deeply modify the
shapes of the landscape. We see new materials, the Mills
continue to develop and get bigger. Later around 1950, a line
will connect Leeds to the Kirkstall Forge and cross the center
of the valley.
Small townships start to densify while major roads connect
them. We see new connections between the north and south
of the river. The urban structure of the townships still miss
structuration on the opposite of the city area.
The ancestral commons lands have been divided into parcels
around the Aire and planted with hedges to allow pasture
activity.

Joseph Mallord William Turner - Kirkstall Lock, on the River Aire 1824

Armley Park ca. 1850
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KIRKSTALL VALLEY - After 1850
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After 1930, there is a total change in the structure of the
valley. Now, huge infrastructures are growing to provide
services for bigger areas and the Valley start to lose the
production activities of the mills.

1711

In 1931, the Kirkstall coal fired power station was
opened in the north west of Leeds to provide electricity
to the city. The coal used was shipped by the canal and
industrial wastes were stacked on the banks close to
the river, rising the ground level in this area.
After the power station closure, the land have been
used as a landfill for some time before being definitly
closed and covered with vegetation.

1771

In 1950, Leeds city council recognized the valley
riverside as a source of potential and started a land
aquisition strategy. One of this famous aquisitions are
the Burley Mills and Burley Mills Allotments (1975).
In the same time, the city council strategy focus on car
oriented development with the «Leeds Motorway city»,
strengthening the impact of cars. Kirkstall road will fast
become a major element of the Kirkstall valley and will
become the new axis for development.

1811

Around 1980, Cardigans fields retail center is created
to anwser the need of suburbs for shopping areas
In 1992 and after the covering of the Landfill, it was
decided to protect the lands on the left band and the
island by creating a Natural Reserve that is still there
today. Communities and school are using the space for
educational purposes.
Despite the increase of floodings (with a peak reached
in 2015), a new development is starting in the west of
Kirkstall with a new Railway station connecting Leeds
to Bradford and a development project mixing houses,
offices and retail, leisure and community space.

1931

1951
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KIRKSTALL VALLEY - Site overview
Morrisson
St Ann’s mills

Burle
Kirkstall Natural Reserve

City Golf Lee

Public golf course

Kirkstall Power Station
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Burley Mills

ey Mills allotments

Cardigan fields

eds

Tennis courts

Camping-car park

Armley Mills

Old coal basin
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KIRKSTALL VALLEY - Land use

Structural landscape element - River Aire
Structural landscape element - Kirkstall Road
Identity 1 - The natural reserve
Identity 2 - The allotments
Identity 3 - Sport equipments
Identity 4 - commercial & activity area
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1

Structural landscape element - The river Aire
The Aire is one of the major rivers in UK,
flowing from Malham to Howden in Yorkshire.
Kirkstall suburb is crossed by the river in the west of
Leeds between two densely developed residential
areas (Armley and Kirkstall/Burley). Industrial and
residential development spread along the river,
creating physical barriers that limit porosity and use
of the area.
For a long period, the river Aire have been the
center of Kirkstall activity, helping in the development
of specific activities that requier access to water :
agriculture, commerce and Mills. Now, the impact
of the river on the city is weakened by disconnected
activities that don’t fit anymore with the geographic
characteristics (storage and car selling).

1 - Few bridges limit access between north and south of Leeds in Kirkstall / Burley

2 - The river Aire is the architect of the various ecosystems that shape the valley landscape
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3

The river area is subject to important floods
like the one that happened in Leeds in december
2015. Since last floodings, the Environment Agency
anticipate that climate change can increase the
flood volumes of the next floodings by 25%, which
in the Kirkstall Valley translates into a 50cm rise
in peak flood levels. The Aire at Kirkstall Abbey is
usually flowing at the height of 1.50 metre. In 2015,
it had risen to a maximum of 3.28 meters, flooding
the commercial and industrial areas in it’s perimeter.

3 - open wet meadows around the Kirkstall Abbey ruins / mixed use with sport fields

4

2

1

4 - River banks and brownsite forests. Clues of goits and mills are disappearing under vegetation
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2

Structural landscape element : Kirkstall Road

Since it’s construction, Kirkstall road became one of the major axes between the city center and the west of the city. With the development of car trafic, the road got bigger and now occupy a large
scale in the urban tissue. Most of the space in the north is composed by residential areas. On the opposite, the space between the river and the Kirkstall Road is a succession of shoping centers,
sellers and industrial areas with a little patch of allotments.
Horsforth

Leeds city center

Morrison

Burley Mills
Armley Mills
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A busy waterfront
Since the last 50 years, an evolution occured in the urban
structure in Kirkstall. The habitants activity and the life of people
were previously focused around the river. But since the the
development of highways and cars, they are now focus on the
Kirkstall road.

Porosity weakness

The structure of the urban tissue didn’t change a lot since since
the last century. There are only 2 different bridges that allow
the access between the north and south of the river in Kirkstall.
But with the growth of suburbs, the car traffic exploded and
creates struggling points in this areas.

Kirkstall Road fracture
With the amount of trafic created by the strategic situation, the
road became a fracture between the residential areas in the
north and the river. It limits the porosity of people.

Generous green spaces
surrounding the valley
A large number of green spaces of various nature (woodlands,
alotments, meadows, bushs, river banks are composing the
space between developments, creating a rich patchwork that
only wait for connection.
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3

Identity 1 - The natural reserve
The Kirkstall Valley Nature Reserve was an area
of pasture. With the construction of the power
station in 1931, the area have been used to
stack fly ash. After the station closure in 1970,
the deposite is forming a plateau above the
water. It is used as a landfill until 1990s before
being covered by native vegetation.
Stuck between the river and the railway tracks,
the
natural reserve is now a space with wild flower
meadows, wild orchard, young woodland,
scrubland and ponds. where communities and
shcool use to study nature.
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4

Identity 2 - The Allotments

The allotments are located north of the river on an artificial «island» created by the digging of Burley mill goit. The fertil soil of this river bed bank composed of alluvions is classified as Grade One
agricultural land by the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries & Food (MAFF) in 1989. They are the best farmland in the Leeds Metropolitan District. The flooding risk in the valley prevent this area from futur
development projects.
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5

Identity 3 - Sport and electrical infrastructures

This area in the south of the River Aire is composed by the public golf course, the tennis pitches and
the electric power station. they form an elevation above the waters of the river
Well identified by the amount of fences and bariers protecting the infrastructures, despite being open
to public for leisure, the space is enclosed and send a message of hostility.
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6

Identity 4 - Commercial and industrial area

This part is defined by a patchwork of shopping
centers, storage providers and warehouses.
A patchwork of small brownfield forests and
wetlands along the river are filling the empty space.
Because of the land use strategy that focus the
uses around the Kirkstall road, all this structures
prevent almost any public access to the river.
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Kirkstall Valley - existing strategy
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Kirkstall valley - review of the actual structure

http://kvp.org.uk/feasibility.htm
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Urban structure in Kirkstall Valley
Leeds Beckett
campus

A busy waterfront

Carnegie Stadium

Study site
Attractives areas
(universicity, shopping centers)
Connectivity fracture
Railway tracks
Unattractive areas
A development strategy for cars
Cars crossing node
Pedestrian crossing node
Main roads
A pedestrian discontinuous urban structure
Pedestrian paths
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Continuity disruption

Headingley
center

Armley
center

Physical characteristics of Kirkstall Valley
Hawksworth terrace
Alt : 100 m
Beckett university
Sport fields
Alt : 115 m

Headingley
Alt : 100 m

Beckett university
green corridor
Alt : 100 m

Kirkstall hill
residential area
Alt : 85 m
Bramley Park
Alt : 150 m

Urban structures weak against flooding

Flood risk : once every 30 years
Flood risk : once between 30/100 years

Residential area
Alt : 105 m

Armley cemetry
Alt : 120 m

A vegetal structure dominated by discontinuities
Open environments
Encolsing environments
(bushs, scrubs, forests, ...)

Hill top
Alt : 120 m

Residential area
Alt : 70 m

Local park
Alt : 55 m
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02

Strategy

Global project scheme
Detailed strategy
Objectives : A new structure for Kirkstall park
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AREA
THE RIVER AIRE

The city

RECONECTION TO
SURROUNDINGS

IMPROVE POROSITY
IMPROVE CIRCULATION
IMPROVE ACCESS
REDUCE PHYSICAL ENCLOSURE

STRENGHTEN PUBLIC TRANSPORT LINKS
RECONECT TO CLOSE NEIGHBOORHOOD
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
DEVELOP AND DENSIFY RESIDENTIAL AREAS

IMPROVE ATTRACTIVNESS
AND DIVERSITY OF USE
REDUCE CAR USE
IMPROVE SLOW TRANSPORTATION
MIX URBAN FARMINX WITH
INVOLVE COMMUNITIES
INCREASE SECURITY
MIX LAND USE
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THE PROJECT
DEVELOP URBAN
FARMING

MAINTAIN AND ENHANCE
BIODIVERSITY
DIVERSIFY ENVIRONMENTAL TYPES

ENHENCE IDENTITY
REUSE OLD BUILDINGS IF POSSIBLE
REOPEN WATERFRONT TO PUBLIC
RECREATE A THICKNESS

AREA
THE RIVER AIRE

North of the Aire, a renewal of the main road to improve porosity on one of the most important axes of Leeds

A world for people instead of cars
Attractive areas (shopping, etc)
Pedestrians and cycles bridges
Waterfront walk and cycling way

Reconection with surroundings
Pedestrians secondary circulations
Busway / Tramway
Green coridor
Multistorey carparks connected to the ringroads

A network of green and food activities
Allotments
Open green space
Encolsing environments
(bushs, scrubs, forests, ...)
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The keys of the Kirkstall valley project
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.Anchoring heritage

.Surrounding communities

.Human connectivity

A part of the the rivers constructions have
been build to interact with the water flow. Other
buildings in the valley keep the marks of specific
historical identity, giving to the place a unique
character. Some of this structures are still in
good shape or could be refurbished for new
uses.

The massive development of Leeds car
infrastructure changed the role and hape of
communities. The ones around the river Aire
were cut by car flows and became weaker while
shopping center influence was growing. On the
opposite, Armley and Headingley improved.
The arrival of commerical center in Kirsktall and
Cardigan deeply modified the structure of this
comminities.

Develop the connections over the river and
extend a strong network of pedestrian paths
to create a safe area for people to travel while
avoiding massive car flows on Kirkstall Road
(Nth) and Stanningley Road (Sth). To improve the
attrictivity of the project, the river valley needs to
be connected to the city center with an efficient
public transport system on Kirkstall Road.

.Sharing space/mixing use

.Wildlife

.Green and public space

To develop attractivity inside the valley, we need
to develop space share and mix complementary activities that benefits from each others
presence. The main use of the space is about
leisure and sports all around the valley (brown).

Diversify, develop and connect different
ecosystems enhence the biodiversity and
improve the resilience of the species living in
Kirkstall, offering them shelter.

Public space is essential for human blooming.
For now, the city is essentially dominated by
car use. Appart from the pollution that sicken
people, this kind of environment is a source of
stress.

The preservation area keep the actual natural reserve (blue). A new expended urban agriculture
area (green) spread on the actual position of one
of one of the electric plant. The residential area
is inserted on the North border of the valley.

Keeping the natural reserve as the core of
this network maintain a positive impact on the
spread of this complex ecosystem.

The idea to improve public space is to make
pedestrian feel safer. By connecting green
spaces to this space, it creates have a good
combinaison to develop sportive activities and
healthy practices
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Masterplan

03

PROJECT

Function and uses
A new waterfront along the river Aire
Kirkstall Road evolution
Inside a cluster : living and
Along the riverside : a park and a walk
Urban farming units
Vegetation
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1

A new waterfront

2

The idea to reopen the space
between Kirkstall and the Aire
valley is meant to reconnect people
to their history and territory. A
public square will replace storage
activities and car sellers and open
windows on the left bank. The
square will help to connect the
new development with the existing
terrace housing.

5

Residential clusters
A new development is created to
slowly replace the industrial and
activity area. The goal is to develop
a project that mix residential
use with commercial and office
activities so people can live and
work in the same area.

Kirkstall Lane

3

The idea for Kirkstall road is to
allow only one lane for car traffic,
one lane for dedicated busline that
will become a tramway later in
the project and improve porosity
between north and south of the
road to reconect Kirkstall to the
river.

6

Anti-flooding link
Between the new development
and the river, a wide ribbon of
vegetation allow people to move all
along the river. This ribbon is also a
biodiversity storage maintained to
keep the factors that allow specific
endemic species to develop. This
ribbon could act as a bumper to
reduce the impact of floods when
the river Aire is rising.

cars & people

4

A focus will be made to plant
usefull edible trees along the public
space to educate people to the
importance of food production and
self-sufficiency

On the north of Kirkstall road,
any new construction will need to
provide underground or basement
car-parks. The number of car-parks
in the streets will be reduced to
incitate people to use alternative
public transport (bus, bike, etc).
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The eco-park
Developing an eco-park by trying
to recreate different patches with
specific physical characteristics
that allow the development and
prosperity of unique species. It will
naturally create various ambiances
you can discover during a walk.
Many sport furnitures will be added
in the park to transform this area in

Habited orchard

8

Urban farming
A system of greenhouses will
produce a high range of food
for local shops. To prevent any
contamination by toxic wastes from
the landfill, the production will be
hydroponic

New access
New tramway link to improve the valley
connection to the city
City square

2

1

The natural reserve

3

Extanding pedestrian space
in existing residential area
streets

D
Mixed use / Residential
& services clusters

Meadow
path inside Kirkstall
natural reserve

5

Commercial street
Office buildings

8

New tunnel
access under
the railway

B

C

Urban farming units
aquaponic & hydroponic

4

A

Bike parks

6
Ecosystem park

Habited Orchard

6

Flood buffer strip / wetlands
and wild environnements
New footbridges
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Buildings function and uses

Diversity in the shapes and uses of the project is required to attract the variety
of creative personalities that emulate innovation and economic growth in cities.
It prevent public space from becoming a steril social area due to the absence of
social goals to attract people.
Many researchers and urbanism specialists like Richard Florida suggest that
geographic proximity and cultural diversity are playing key roles in neighborhoods
growth.

Green Rooftop

Green Rooftop

Green Rooftop

Residential / Flat

Office

Residential

Residential / Flat

Office

Residential

Commerce

Office

Cultural

Residential appartments,
commercial / cultural mixed use

Offices buildings

Residential appartments,
social diversity

Green Rooftop
Residential / House

Residential / House

Residential / House

Residential / House

Garden

Garden

Terrace housing with orchard
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Individual tiny houses
with gardens (affordable)

Greenhouse

Greenhouses and agriculture

A new residential area with mixed use reconnect the river to Burley
Green roofs
Green roofs

Walkway along
the river

[

[

River Aire

R+1

[

R+1

R+2

R+2

Residential
Cluster

[

Inhabited
orchard

Pedestrian
alley

Private
gardens

[

R+2

A

Private
gardens

Small house

Floodable
banks

Commercial lane
Pedestrian, cycling & cars

R+1

R+1

Cluster
core

[

Wild vegetation
ecosystems restoration

B

A new multi-use park share space between sport activities, urban farming and floods protection

[

Compact
farming unit

Agroforestry
meadows and sheeps

Environmental
remediation

[

C

Aquaponic
Greenhouses

[

Riparian forest
& wetlands

River Aire

Allotments

[

Park spine

D
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A new waterfront along the river Aire
2
3

1

4

5

As rivers are fundamental parts of the landscape structure and identity,
the first thing to do to reconnect the river to the city activity is to show it.
Removing activities that don’t have a strong link with the river - like car
parking and storage - and cut the dialog between the city and the river will
offer space to create windows and doors to the water.
New bridges create a connectivity between both sides of the river and
reduce the isolation of the green spaces.
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1

Aspect studio - The Goods Line
Ultimo, Sydney, NSW, Australia

2

Agence Laure Planchais
Le Mée-sur-Seine

3

Barangaroo Reserve by PWP
Landscape Architecture. Photo : Landzine

4

Zubizuri bridge - Santiago Calatrava
Bilbao, Vizcaya, Espagne

Rochefort Market - gradignan

5 bordeaux-tourisme.com
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AD
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Car-park
+ relay

OU

Allowing free parking for
car sharing users and
public transport users is a
way to change minds and
behaviors and reduce car
impact inside the valley

RI
NG

RO

Transport network improvement on Kirkstall Road

Creating a dedicated bus lane helps the
city to reserve space on the Kirkstall
Road for futur tramway development
and drastically improves the efficiency of
public transport mobility in the city.

The tramway is a balanced public
transport way between efficiency and
cost. Classical bus lines and high
efficience bus line are cheaper but they
can’t transport as many people and
connect the city to it’s suburbs as fast as
a tramway or a subway

Kirkstall Forge
stop

Headingley

Île de Nantes, «Busway» dedicated bus lane, Nantes.
France.

IN

Burley Park

Moving multi-storey car-parks
on the edge of the city center
boundaries helps reduce
the impact of cars land use
inside the center and provides
space for new living activities
dedicated to people.
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Mixed use car park by Brisac Gonzalez, Bordeaux. France

R ING
R
E
N

Car-park
+ relay

Railway station

New ways to live and move on kirkstall road
Betula alba

One way road
Car Park

Pedestrian friendly roads :
- Reducing car space and allowing cars to move in a single direction
reduce the trafic speed.
- Trees will improve the air quality reduce noise and improve the space
atmospher.
- Openings inside the block to allow transversal mobility for pedestrians

NOW :
BEFORE :

Red mulberry
‘Morus rubra’

Gardens
Gardens

Cherry plum
‘Prunus
cerasifera’

Sidewalk

Trees

Sidewalk

Reduced car impact
Parkings and tow ways

Malus domestica
‘Discovery’

Apple tree
‘Malus domestica gala’

Sidewalk

Gardens

Sidewalk

Gardens

Pyrus communis
‘Concorde’

Cherry tree
Prunus avium ‘Stella’

Apple tree
‘Malus pumila’

Plum Tree
Prunus domestica ‘Stanley’

Urban orchards
- New urban housing shapes increase communication between public space and private space.
- Small private gardens are planted on the border between public space and private space to increase the feeling of an inhabited park
- Benches all along the path let people rest and neighbors socialize
- Shared fruit trees screen the gardens to keep intimacy, but it’s lighter than a fence.
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Inside a cluster : space composition and urban shapes
The clusters are small units of residential tissue filled with various shapes of housing programs answering
to different needs, from students to families, elderly persons and flat-sharing. They are car-trafic free for
children safety and provide close recreational spaces to develop links between people. Some specific
activities needed in communities like nursery, theatre and sport center are added to ease peoples life.

Instead of setting barriers, wires,
fences and CCTV to protect private
property, the project bet on the
community feeling created by open
spaces and population diversity
(students, families, old people, young
couples) to make sure everybody
take an interest in each other.
The goal is to bring trust between
people.
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«The meaning of public space can
only work if we open a part of our
private space to it»

Habited orchards furnitures
Mixed use / Residential
& services clusters
Bus stop & Bike park
Urban Orchard

Commercial street

Bike park furnitures

Millennium Park, downtown
Chicago. Photo by CDOT

Bike Park, sustainable
development, Calais

Office buildings

Parque Arauco's brand new
bike parking

City orchards furnitures

Bike parks

Urban Orchard

Main streets furnitures

City orchards furnitures
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Inside a cluster : Living

S-O

The space close to the river is dedicated to flood
retention surfaces increasing the water inflitration
in the ground. We let endemic species growing
in wetlands and brownfield lands colonize the
area, due to their natural compatibility with this
specific ecosystem and the water pressure.
Minimal maintenance is aimed to keep the space
as open as possible and improve the diversity of
species. The shape of the space will strongly vary,
depending of the time of the year.

N-E

The buildings are elevated to keep life
spaces over the water level of 2015 floods.
Steps are designed to prevent floods from
reaching the buildings and the core of the
new development. the soft slope allow
pedestrians and cyclists to move between
the housing project and the river park.

3.30 m
Anti-flooding
measures
1.5 m
Brownfields and wetlands
vegetation

Field elm
‘Ulmus minor’

Common alder
‘Alnus glutinosa’
Downy birch
‘Betula pubescens’

Common rush
‘Juncus effusus’

Goat willow
‘Salix caprea’
Yellow iris
‘Iris pseudacorus’
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Common nettle
‘Urtica dioica’

The River Aire at Kirkstall Abbey
is usually flowing at the height of
1.50 metre. In 2015, it had risen
to a maximum of 3.28 meters,
flooding the commercial and
industrial areas in it’s perimeter.
To prevent new problems, it is
necessary to raise the level to
keep most important buildings
and public over the water.

Green rooftops and balcony are there to
improve the use of space. They allow residents
to benefit from light and open views on the
surroundings. Vegetation have many other
positive effects : they balance the heat during
winter and summer and help to improve
isolation efficiency in buildings. They also
refresh the air and reduce air pollution.

Intimate public
green spaces

Penthouse in Bengladesh
Unknown, wikipedia

Welham studio
Somerset, UK.

The Imperial Hotel, Melbourn, AU
concreteplayground.com

The Culpeper, London
by Pip McCorma

Main street : retail
and services

Small intimate green
spaces are designed
to invite people to take
possession of them and
improve the design for the
community.
Furnitures with a simple
replicable design will
be added in the space
to motivate people to
improve their living place.
Some exemples of this
process can be found
in the Messerstadt
development in Munich
(Germany) where public
parks and private garden
are sharing close links.

One street accessible to cars and trucks cut
the development in two. It will offer services
for people living in the area like nursery.
Buildings will also host offices and shops to
keep people close to the area they are living
in. Allowing people to live close to where they
are working can reduce the transportation
duration by half, saving the equivalent of one
day of cumulated time per month.
This shoping area is easy accessible with
public transports, taxis and bikes that can be
stored at the crossing with Kirkstall street.
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Along the riverside : Pedestrian connectivity

Riverside footbridges

The River Aire sides have been heavily developed in the last two centuries. Even if the
last 30 years have been the theatre of a growth in environmental and land protection,
it is currently impossible to move along the Aire without being forced to come back to
the main busy roads. Moreover, the buildings along the river can’t be removed quickly
and easily as some of them are still in activity and essential in the life of the city.
But to create a friendly area in Kirkstall valley for pedestrian, it is important to reconnect
early in the project. For this, we have two goals :

Counterlevel footbridges

Pathways
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First, as rivers are essential elements in the life of a territory, it is important to keep in their
surroundings activities that have the strongest relationship with them (tourism, leisure,
factories, sport, electricity production, etc). It is also important to create a porosity for
the residential areas around to ease the access to the Valley.
Other landuse (parking, office, etc) are less revelant, and need to be removed when
their location affect the life or porosity of the valley. This will free space between the
Kirkstall road and the valley to open doors and windows to the river which is actually
totally hidden by storage activities. Depending of the space between the river and the
buildings / properties, the thickness of this ribbon is variable.

Riverside footbridges

Pine Barne footbridge - Cuisiat
(Co.C Treffort en Revermont )

Boondall Wetlands - Billai Dhagun track (Witness King Tides)

Counter level footbridges

Soria (Infraestructures de Muntanya, S.L.)

SWA Fuzhou Vanke Ville (SWA Group)

Riverside path

Sanlihe Ecological Corridor (Turenscape)

Perreux River Banks (BASE Landscape Architecture)
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Along the river : A park and ecosystems enhancement

With the city spread, the natural and agricol areas are evolving
into brownfields and suburban mineral spaces. This evolutions
tends towards the exhaustion of biodiversity in this areas.
To reduce the lost of life diversity in this areas, we need to
focus the project energy around maintenance of the physical
conditions that allow specific species to grow.
Ian McHarg 1969 developed theories about environmental
planing, setting the basics of landscape ecology in USA. The
mains objectives of this theories is the restoration of ecological
functions of this lands : flood control, water cleansing,
greenway corridor, biodiversity reserve.

Woodlands
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Wet meadows

Brownfield sites
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The urban Farming unit
Keep the production close to the customer

Diversify the species and grow uncomon varieties can add value to the production

The farming units will be implanted on the left
bank of the project. It will offer different elements
allowing the production of food on site despite
the pollution in the area. As the place was
previously a landfill, it is excluded to grow food
directly from the ground so we need to develop
systems that prevent any contact with toxic
elements.

Diversify the offer
Keep close with the community

Keeping a farming area close to the center of
the project is meant to help the farmers to sell
a part of their production at a local scale. With
the market square, they can sell their production
with minimal transport and third-party costs,
making it economically viable.
Also, keeping food production close to the
place we consume it is a way to implicate
people in the production and in the life of the
producers. Educ them to food production and
ecology protection.
Instead of producing intensively one specific
specie, it is wiser to produce a wider veriety of
plants to offer a large choice that can motivate
people to buy most of their food at the farm.

Prevent food contamination with Hydropony
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Integrated Field - Coro Fields - Suan Phueng, Suan Phueng District, Thailand

Vegetal selection
Emblematic vegetation
By planting iconic vegetation to
create an identity link between
all the parts of the project, we
can work on symbolic and
highlight ingeniously some
specific areas.

Birch (summer)
‘Betula alba’

This two trees have a strong
meaning in the UK landscape.
The birch tree is a symbol of the
industrial past of the river Aire
and an endemic specie which
like in wet areas. The willow is
a specie which have been used
for centuries in synergy with
agriculture. Both are already on
site and will accomodate with
high wetness of the area.

Birch (autumn)
‘Betula alba’

Tall-tree
layer

Remarkable endemic
vegetation
Endemic plants that proved their
resistance in the environment and can
echo discretly with vegetation already
there.

Blackthorn
‘Prunus spinoza’

Guelder Rose
‘Viburnum
opulus’

Teasels
‘Dipsacus
fullonum’

Brake
‘Pteridium
aquilinum’

European ash
‘Fraxinus
excelsior’

Field elm
‘Ulmus minor’

Common rush
‘Juncus effusus’

Yellow iris
‘Iris
pseudacorus’

Eulalia grass
‘Miscanthus sinensis’

Bald cypress
‘Taxodium
distichum’

European ash
‘Fraxinus
excelsior’

Willow
‘Salix alba’

Phytoremediation of
the banks
Filtering vegetation is added on the
river sides when missing to improve
water quality and reduce the impact
of pollution on surrounding areas
growing edible plants.

Low-tree layer

The edible forest
A selection of plants creating the
base for a complex ecosystem with
synergy between its members and
improving the biodiversity inside
the environment. Fruits, berries and
vegetables grown in this system
are purposed for both humans and
animals. This part will occure as a
patchwork. Some of this plants will
produce shelters or food for insects
that can help to polinate the edible
plants - for exemple.

Willow
‘Salix alba’

Apple tree
‘Malus pumila’

Shrub layer

Red mulberry
‘Morus rubra’

Persimmon
‘Diospyros
kaki’

Shrub layer

Blackthorn
‘Prunus spinoza’

Low-tree layer

Cherry plum
‘Prunus
cerasifera’

Tall-tree layer

Root layer

Caragana
‘Caragana
arborescens’

Common elder
‘Sambucus
nigra’

Guelder Rose
‘Viburnum
opulus’

Herb layer

snowy
mespilus
‘Amelanchier
ovalis’

Sorrel
‘Rumex
acetosa’

Ground cover layer

Comfrey
‘Symphytum officinale’

Agastache
‘Agastache
Black Adder’

Vine Layer

Vine layer

Herb layer

Ground cover layer
Root layer
Illustration : Gaia’s Garden by Toby Hemenway.

Yarrow
‘Achillea
millefolium’

Wood violet
‘Viola
odorata’

Yarrow
‘Achillea
millefolium’

Wood violet
‘Viola
odorata’

Ivy
‘Hedera
helix’

Hop
‘Humulus
lupulus’

Kiwifruit
‘Actinidia
chinensi’

Japanese
honeysuckle
‘Lonicera
japonica’
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Tianjin Qiaoyuan Park
TURENSCAPE

There is a play with the heights, allowing people to discover
The Chinese Landscape Architecture office is working on the area from various viewpoint. Their two signatures in projects
industrial wasteland regeneration and wetland restauration. Their ars the use of soft and light graphic vegetals that create the
projects are mixing high scale to minimal intimist space, creating richness, changing the style of the space for each season. Major
a variety of atmospheres.
structures like the red ribbon of fabrics are spreading all around
the park to create a general unity and a strong identity, looking
like the «Jardins de la Vilette» in Paris from the famous architect
Gilles Vexlard

«The regional landscape is flat and was once rich in wetlands and
salt marshes, which had been mostly destroyed by decades of urban
development and infrastructure construction. [...], the ground cover
and wetland vegetation are rich and vary in response to subtle changes
in the water table and PH values. Inspired by the adaptive vegetation
communities that dotted the landscape in this region, the solution for this
park was developed called The Adaptation Palettes, which was designed
to let the nature work.»
TURENSCAPE
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Nærheden suburb
karres+brands

The idea of the cluster is to develop a strong community
bond that can be a source of resilience. People can share
idea, develop project and improve their environment to
become a creator and not only a customer.
This systems are trying to reduce the problems that can
occure in cities in which everything rely on the action of
the city council.
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Amagerfælled
C.F. Møller / Urban Agency
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Water-retention Boulevard, Luxembourg
ELYPS Landscape / Urban Design
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Coro Field
Integrated Field
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Urban Structure and history

Green Infrastructure Analysis

Maps :

Green Space Structure for Leeds (Major green, Protected Ecology,Public parks, Sports
pitches, Urban Agriculture) - Maps :

http://code.waag.org/buildings/
https://data.amsterdam.nl/dataset
https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=5/51.500/-0.100
https://digimap.edina.ac.uk/
http://maps.amsterdam.nl/open_geodata/
https://www.amsterdam.nl/parkeren-verkeer/open-data/
Photos :
http://www.leedslivinggroup.co.uk/
http://www.claytonhotelleeds.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Leeds-Cityscape.jpg
http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=438265
https://www.ivan-herman.net/Photos/JAlbum/Amsterdam/images/img_6200.jpg
https://farm2.staticflickr.com/1451/23779588779_09d22977c9_b.jpg
http://i1018.photobucket.com/albums/af302/parmentier09/2ff524f4a1f2794e1acd552181f256cc.
jpg

Transport
1 Vehicular

http://www.ois.amsterdam.nl/pdf/2014_yearbook_summary.pdf

2 Cycle

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/may/05/amsterdam-bicycle-capital-world-transportcycling-kindermoord
https://www.dutchcycling.nl/network/members/item/gerrit-faber
http://www.cyclecities.eu/data-en/file/brochure/CycleCyties_%20brochure_FINAL_16052014.pdf
http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/visiting/plan-your-trip/getting-around/cycling/amsterdam-cyclinghistory

3 Transport

http://www.eukn.eu/e-library/project/bericht/eventDetail/clean-and-efficient-freight-tram-deliversgoods-amsterdam-nl/
http://www.ois.amsterdam.nl/pdf/2014_yearbook_summary.pdf
http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/visiting/plan-your-trip/getting-around/public-transport/tram
http://www.iamexpat.nl/read-and-discuss/expat-page/news/amsterdam-2040-master-plan-smartcity
http://maps.amsterdam.nl/stadslandbouw/?LANG=nl

www.urbal.tv
A Parks & Green space strategy for Leeds by Leeds city council

Green Space Structure for Amsterdam (Polders, Wander nature, parks, Sports park, Urban Agriculture) - Maps :
www.amsterdam.nl , http://maps.amsterdam.nl/hoofdgroenstructuur/?LANG=nl

Information on Stamp park Initiative, 1 Hectare roof garden :

Green Surge, AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS
Case Study City Portrait; part of a GREEN SURGE study on urban green infrastructure planning
and governance in 20 European cities
Image and texte for Project references :
Tianjin Park :
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2011/03/tianjin-qiaoyuan-park-by-turenscape-landscapearchitecture/
Nærheden, Suburb Of The Future :
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/12/naerheden-suburb-of-the-future/
Amagerfælled :
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/11/amagerfaelled-masterplan-revealed-by-urbanagency-and-c-f-moller-as/
Water-retention Boulevard, Luxembourg :
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/11/water-retention-boulevard-luxembourg-by-elypslandscape-urban-design/
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/07/coro-field-by-if-integrated-field/
Video : temoignage d’agriculteur : l’agroécologie

4 Pedestrain

http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/fileadmin/user_upload/UWCReportSept2011.pdf
http://www.ois.amsterdam.nl/pdf/2014_yearbook_summary.pdf
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